
  

How to complete the registration form for the International Summer School 2023 
 
The registration for the International Summer School includes text windows and drop-down menus. You can 
complete it on screen. We recommend to open it with Adobe Acrobat Reader. The form may not be displayed 
correctly if you use other programs, apps or a browser, e.g. Firefox. If you cannot display or pick the options 
of the drop-down menus, for example, please open the registration form with another program. Adobe 
Acrobat Reader is free: https://acrobat.adobe.com/us/en/acrobat/pdf-reader.html.  
 
When you have completed the registration form, please save it. Then you open the link on the form to 
heiBOX, Heidelberg University’s file sharing cloud, and upload your form. You can adapt the language of 
heiBOX on the upper right corner. 
 

„I am applying for:“ Please chose which course you are applying for. Find the course descriptions 
on http://www.zuv.uni-heidelberg.de/international/ferienkurs/courses/.  

„Surname (i.e., family or last name):“ If you were Donald Duck, you would put “Duck” in this box. 

„Given name (i.e., first name):“ If you were Donald Duck, you would put “Donald” in this box. 

„Alias/AKA (only if applicable, esp. 
for Asian participants with Europen 
aliases):“ 

If you prefer to be called by another name than your given name in class, 
please put your alias in this box. 

„Date of birth:“ Please type your date of birth in the format dd-mm-yyyy. 

„Gender:“ Pick one of the options “other”, “female” or “male”. 

„Nationality:“ In case you have more than one nationality, it is enough to mention one. 

„Address:“ Please make sure your address is correct and complete. Make sure to add 
your zip or postal code.  

„Home university:“ If you are currently enrolled as a student, please write the university’s name 
in this box. 

If you are not enrolled, omit this box.  

„E-mail:“ Please make sure that your e-mail address is correct. It will be helpful if you 
chose an e-mail address that you will also be using during your stay in 
Heidelberg. 

„If you have taken part in this 
International Summer School's 
program before, please indicate in 
which year:“ 

If this is your first International Summer School at Heidelberg University, 
omit this box.  

https://acrobat.adobe.com/us/en/acrobat/pdf-reader.html
https://heibox.uni-heidelberg.de/u/d/35df4323e82e4818a97b/
http://www.zuv.uni-heidelberg.de/international/ferienkurs/courses/


  

  

„Are you presently taking a German 
course? If so, at which CEF level is 
it?“ 

Please pick the level you are currently on. You can then omit the three 
following questions. 

If you aren’t currently taking any German course, pick „No, I’m not.“ and 
continue with the next question. 

If you are currently taking a German course, but do not know the CEF level, 
omit this box and continue with the question „When was your last German 
course?“ 

We do not require any proof of the courses you have taken or the level you 
are on. 

„What was the CEF level of your 
last German course?” 

If you are currently taking a German course and answered the former 
question, omit this box. 

If you are currently not taking any German course, please pick the CEF level of 
your last course. In case you do not know the CEF level, omit this box and 
continue with the next question. 

If you have never taken any German course before, please omit this box. 

We do not require any proof of the courses you have taken or the level you 
are on. 

„When was your last German 
course?“ 

If you are currently taking a German course, omit this box (or pick „3 months 
ago or less”). 

If you have never taken any German course before, please omit this box. 

We do not require any proof of the courses you have taken or the level you 
are on. 

„I don’t know my CEF-level and / or 
I’m an absolute beginner:“ 

If you don’t know any German yet, pick „I’m an absolute beginner.“ 

If you already know German, please pick any of the three levels (elementary, 
intermediate or advanced).  

If you have picked a CEF level above (question 1 or 2), omit this box. 

We do not require any proof of the courses you have taken or the level you 
are on. 

 


